Huntsville International Airport (HSV)

Venue: Westin Huntsville

University of Alabama in Huntsville*

The University of Alabama in Huntsville Campus Includes:
- National Space Science and Technology Center (NSSTC)
- UAH Atmospheric Science Department
- UAH Earth System Science Center
- UAH Severe Weather Institute and Radar & Lightning Laboratories (SWIRLL)
- MSFC Earth Science Office
- NOAA/NWS Huntsville Weather Forecast Office

Key Locations:
- Venue: Westin Huntsville
- U.S. Space and Rocket Center
- NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (Restricted Access via Redstone Arsenal)
- Huntsville International Airport (HSV)
Suggested Lodging

Holiday Inn Express & Suites
Homewood Suites
Springhill Suites Huntsville West
Residence Inn
Days Inn
TownePlace Suites
Fairfield Inn Huntsville
Comfort Suites
Best Western Plus
Hampton Inn and Suites
Home2Suites by Hilton
Candlewood Suites
Huntsville Marriott
Hilton Garden Inn
UAH Bevill Center
Downtown via EB I-565: Springhill Suites, Embassy Suites, Homewood by Hilton
Downtown and Madison options are less than 15 minutes from the venue.

Madison via WB I-565 to Wall Triana Highway:
La Quinta Inn & Suites, Hampton Inn, Holiday Inn Express
#1: Bridge Street Town Center (Venue)
- Sage Grille at the Westin
- Café 153
- Cantina Laredo
- Lime Fresh Mexican Grill
- Red Robin
- Bar Louie
- The Melting Pot
- P.F. Chang’s China Bistro
- Dickey’s Barbecue Pit (short walk)
- Panera Bread (short walk)
- Starbucks (inside Barnes and Noble)

#2: Enterprise Way / Univ. Drive (West)
- Five Guys Burgers and Fries
- Jason’s Deli
- J. Gumbo’s Cajun and Creole

#3: Wynn Drive / Univ. Drive
- Chick-Fil-A
- Wintzell’s Oyster House
- Chili’s Bar and Grill
- Newk’s Eatery

#4: Enterprise Way / Univ. Drive (East)
- Cheddar’s Casual Café
- Nothing But Noodles
- Ol Heidelberg German Restaurant
- Phil Sandoval’s Mexican Restaurant
- Zaxby’s Mexican Restaurant
- Panda Express
- Subway

#5: Providence Main Street and US 72
- Phuket Thai Restaurant
- Moe’s Original BBQ
- Brickhouse Sports Café
- Mellow Mushroom

#6: Slaughter / Jeff Rd. and US 72
- Four Leaves (Chinese)
- Texas Roadhouse

Downtown Via EB I-565
To Madison via WB I-565